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Logical Model of Thin Film Display Elements 
Bushma A.V. 
Borys Grinchenko Kyiv University, Ukraine 
Use of general analytical representations that are based on principles of 
information transform for research and the analysis will allow to provide the 
uniform methodological approach to the description of information display 
systems (IDS) hardware decisions. As a result, creation of technical realizations 
and their criterial optimization becomes simpler. However, these analytical 
approaches are developed insufficiently. 
The analysis and analytical interpretation of information processing in the 
ergatic optoelectronic system and its units has been represented in this work. 
The formalized approach to signal processing in IDS allows to simplify 
generalized description of symbol formation at display information area (IA). 
Let's consider formation of an optical image of a symbol nS  from the set nA
~  of 
separate thin film IA elements, that is nn A
~ÛS . Then, for each element 
ni
a  it is 
possible to write down  
( ){ }ESL1SO1 ii Za yyn = , 
where 
ni
a  is the i -th element of an optical symbol nS ; SO1y  – operator 
corresponding to electrooptical transformation in an element of display; SL1y  – 
logic function of this element; EiZ  – signal of excitation of an element nn A
~Îia . 
The functional analysis has shown that practically for all the types of IA 
elements used in output units of means for display and information registration, 
the logic component SL1y  of realized conversion Sy  can be presented as a 
function of a logic gate.  
Practical interest is related with definition of the logical function 
corresponding to the operator SL1y . For this purpose, it is necessary to 
sequentially submit all possible combinations of logical signals to inputs of the 
investigated structure and to fix the received output response. Thus, we generate 
the truth table of a logic gate and, as a result, we can define its type. 
It is shown that excitation of arbitrary thin film IAE 
nip
a~  can be presented 
in the following aspect 
{ }21 zza ip += SO1~ yn  
The obtained results allow formalizing the description and modeling of 
IDS used in electronic equipment both in whole and in their separate units by 
logical representation of appropriate functions. It forms an analytical basis for 
complex optimization and hardware minimization of technical decisions in thin 
film IDS, as well as essential increase in their reliability. 
